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Permanent supportive housing in 
Tampa, Florida: 
Facilitating Transition through Site, 
Program, and Design: 
 
Nicole L. Dodd 
ABSTRACT 
 
 
 Rapid re-housing of the homeless into 
permanent supportive housing has proven to be 
cost effective. The improved quality of life and 
stability reduces stress on the formerly 
homeless and therefore increases their viability 
as self-sufficient individuals. 
 
  Hillsborough County (which 
encompasses Tampa, Florida) reported 9,532 
homeless persons on any given night in the year 
2007. Currently, there is not enough housing to 
meet the needs of every individual. While 
existing housing facilities contribute a great deal 
to this community, their locations in dilapidated 
urban conditions are not the most conducive 
environments for homeless persons to succeed. 
The stigma associated with the homeless also 
dissuades the general public from interacting 
with them as equals. 
 The researcher has designed a model 
which utilizes a historic site, an innovative 
program, and a flexible design as equal 
components in the facilitation of transitioning the 
homeless into self-sufficient individuals. The site 
is a vacant Tampa Cigar Factory which 
embodies a history of community building that 
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metaphorically represents the rebuilding of 
homeless individuals within a greater 
community. The program consists of a 
combination of leasable commercial space, 
supportive retail, permanent supportive housing, 
and ample communal space that provides for 
self-sufficiency at an organizational level, onsite 
employment opportunities, and social 
interaction. The intervention with the factory is a 
flexible design that combines utilitarian and 
communal space to encourage maximum 
activity, and provides 18 unique units which 
residents can identify with as their own. A 
connective tissue contained within the secure 
confines of the heavy brick walls manifests the 
transition that the homeless must face, but in a 
secure, stable, and positive environment. 
 The result is a gestalt which is 
comprised of many schematic design concepts 
aimed at empowering the homeless individual to 
succeed while simultaneously reducing the 
general public’s fear of the homeless.  
 The concepts from this thesis could be 
applied in any city to help decrease 
homelessness. The design of many of these 
spaces, both interior and exterior can be 
employed in neighborhood planning for any 
population. This thesis represents the beginning 
of a new model for permanent supportive 
housing. 
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Figure 1: Facilitating transition 
diagram of three equal 
components in facilitating 
transition. 
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Prologue: Transition 
 
 
“Who are you?” said the Caterpillar… 
“I – I hardly know. Sir just at present,” Alice 
replied rather shyly, “at least I know who I was 
when I got up this morning, but I think I must 
have changed several times since then.” 
-Lewis Carroll 
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland 
 
 William Bridges describes transition as 
three parts: an ending, a period of confusion and 
distress, and a new beginning. The Fluid nature 
of transition makes it a slippery subject to fully 
describe, although it is easily understood. This is 
because we are all familiar with transition in our 
lives; we see it in nature and in our built 
environment. The concpet is difficult to describe 
because it does not have a definite beginning 
and end, rather it is a process of evolution from 
the old to the new. (Refer to Figure 4) 
 Ulitmately, the researcher believes that 
the struggle of transition makes us more perfect 
beings, similar to a catepillar becoming a 
butterfly. However, unlike the butterfly, it is not a 
single instance in our lives. As in the Lewis 
Carroll quote, it is a continuous cycle which 
makes it rather beautiful in its own right. (Refer 
to Figure 3) 
 This thesis embodies the concept of 
transition. The homeless who would reside here 
for example are transitioning into homeful 
individuals. Once these individuals move into 
permanent supportive housing, they are no 
longer counted as homeless. However, 
permanent supportive housing is housing for the 
homeless. This is only one example of the 
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abstract, but to dedicate our architectural 
creation to the service of the people.” 
(Doxiadis, 1963)  
If the success of a city is measued by the 
distribution of basic needs to its citzens 
(Gilderbloom, 2008), then introducing permanent 
supportive housing into the core of this 
transitional area can only mean a more perfect 
sense of self for the city of Tampa.  
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Introduction 
 
 
Who is Homeless? 
 
 A person is considered homeless who 
“lacks a fixed, regular, and adequate night-time 
residence and... has a primary night-time 
residency that is: 
 a) a public or private shelter or 
transitional housing, 
 b) a place not meant for human 
habitation, including parks, the street, or 
automobiles, or  
 c) a temporary residence for persons 
intended to be in an institution.  
It does not include individuals who are 
imprisoned or otherwise detained. (Butterworth 
& Crist, 1)  
 There are more than 60,000 homeless 
persons in the state of Florida according to the 
Florida Department of Children And Families’ 
Office on Homelessness 2007 Report on 
Homeless Conditions in Florida. Currently there 
is enough temporary shelter for only 50 percent 
of the state’s homeless population. 
 
 
What are some causes of homelessness? 
 
 While an economist might explain the 
cause of homelessness as a supply-and-
demand problem, progressive urban scholars 
consider the institutional constraints such as 
allocation of accessible, attractive, descent, and 
affordable housing (Gilderbloom, 2008). The two 
leading causes of homelessness are reported to 
be employment/financial reasons (37.7%) and 
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housing issues (17.2%) (Butterworth, 5). 
Affordable housing is considered to be 30% of 
income. (Fischer, 96) Housing costs above this 
percentage may result in difficulty affording food 
and other basic needs. This is the very reason 
that some people find themselves without a 
place to live. In the U.S. between 1995 and 1997 
the number of available affordable units to the 
number of low-income households decreased 
from 44 to 36 units per 100 families. (Fischer, p. 
90) With these gaps widening it becomes 
increasingly difficult for one to reposition 
themselves in affordable housing upon reaching 
the limits of their transitional housing. Should 
one be able to position themselves outside of 
transitional housing, it may be strenuous and 
last only for a short time. This results in recurring 
incidents of homelessness. 
 
 
 
 
What is being done locally? 
 
 In the Tampa Bay Area, the Salvation 
Army offers two transitional housing facilities, 
“Hospitality House” and “Hope House”. One is 
for women with children and one is for men, 
each with 44 and 43 beds respectively. These 
offer lodging for up to two years. Both facilities 
provide services such as food, clothing, semi-
private rooms, weekly counseling, skills training 
and job placement assistance. Metropolitan 
Ministries is a private organization providing 
beds for around 140 people nightly, many of 
whom are children. (Refer to Case Study II for 
more information about Metropolitan Ministries.) 
The Ministry provides many of the same 
services that the Salvation Army does, spiritual 
guidance, and also helps to rebuild a sense of 
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self-worth. Their beds are offered for as little as 
a few weeks to as much as a couple years, on a 
case by case basis.  
 
 
What is Permanent Supportive Housing?  
 
 In the Continuum of Care (refer to 
Appendix A), supportive housing is the first 
typology that is considered permanent. Services 
are integral to its success; however, they are not 
necessarily on site. The Homeless Coalition of 
Hillsborough County is moving towards a model, 
called “Housing First,” which is “permanent 
supportive housing (PSH) linked to a range of 
support services designed to help people 
maintain stable housing and improve the quality 
of their lives. (…) Research indicates that 
unconditional assurance of a roof over one’s 
head often reduces stress, freeing the individual 
to constructively get on with the business of 
living. Housed individuals feel empowered to 
control their lives and start making better 
choices.” (Tampa-Hillsborough Citizens Task 
Force on Homelessness, 2005)  
 Throughout this thesis, the researcher 
spread this information to friends, family, and co-
workers. One response included, “Why should 
they get a free home?” PSH is not free housing. 
It is rental housing which is subsidized to meet 
each resident’s ability to affordably pay rent. 
Also, what many people do not realize is the 
overwhelming cost to taxpayers for a chronically 
homeless person to bounce between shelters, 
hospitals, jails, etc. in a cycle which does not 
end homelessness. It has been proven that 
Housing First is a far more cost effective and 
successful model of ending chronic 
homelessness. The NY/NY Agreement shows 
that individuals which were placed in PSH cost 
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approximately 75% less in services than they did 
before. “Permanent Supportive Housing is the 
investment that ends homelessness in a cost 
effective and efficient manner. (Tampa-
Hillsborough Citizens Task Force on 
Homelessness, 2005)  
 
 
How could local organizations improve? 
 
 While the contribution that local 
organizations offer should not be undermined, 
some of these shelters are not welcoming 
environments to the general public. They appear 
unsafe and also reveal the uncomfortable issue 
of homelessness in our community. Two 
arguments arise from this. One is that the 
general public considers homelessness to be an 
indicator of urban chaos and hence a sign of 
decay in a community (Farrell, 1048). The other 
is that greater exposure to the homeless does 
not promote fear but rather replaces it with 
sympathy. (Henig, 742) The first argument 
focuses on the “visible and crazed” homeless 
population, however small that percentage may 
be. Perhaps this is why greater exposure 
alleviates this fear.  
 Also, while it may be desirable for 
homeless housing to be located in urban areas 
due to practical constraints of transportation, the 
negative atmospheres surrounding such 
facilities is not the most conducive to a healthy 
transition for the homeless user.  None of 
the existing local organizations seek to offer an 
adjacent work opportunity. Instead, most 
organizations offering shelter are heavily reliant 
on volunteers and donations. When much of the 
general public view the homeless as 
undeserving, this creates a number of problems. 
Many are simply unwilling to help; however, 
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even volunteers may envision the homeless as 
beneath them.  “When compelled to enforce 
infantilizing rules, some volunteers sought to 
protect their identities as egalitarians by alter 
casting [shelter] guests as children in need of 
rules – and thus not deserving of equal 
treatment.” (Holden, p. 117) 
 This institutionalization of existing 
facilities creates a conflict for the shelter user, 
who must conform to subservient roles and also 
seek to become independent. This conflict is an 
inherent flaw in the not-for-profit strategy of 
rehabilitation.  
 
 
How did this improve on the current model? 
 
 Creating a sense of place has been a 
distinct role of this design effort.  It has 
considered the importance of private, transitional 
and communal space with the hope of dissolving 
the institutional qualities believed to exist in 
current facilities. Interviews with organizations 
and professionals were conducted to ascertain 
what needs could be specifically met by 
architecture. Interview points questioned the 
function of communal space, the desirability of 
different unit settings, and how current 
conditions could be improved. These conditions 
included issues of security, lack of bed space, 
and specific scenarios for those in the final 
stages of transition. The Salvation Army 
distinguishes that its units are “semi-private.” It 
was important to establish a sense of privacy 
that allowed flexibility and established a sense of 
ownership.  
 Communal spaces needed to be 
considered thoughtfully to ensure that they also 
fostered a sense of ownership. This was 
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accomplished by attaching daily utilitarian 
functions to the spaces. A point of interest while 
conducting research was what chores shelter 
guests were responsible for in current scenarios. 
It was important to determine and establish a 
minimum size for living quarters which would be 
comfortable and conducive to a productive 
lifestyle. In addition to that transitional spaces 
which are often overlooked in many institutions 
were considered important elements in 
alleviating public and private settings.  
The objective was to design a model of 
housing for the homeless which would be less 
dependent on donations and volunteering by the 
public and more dependent on creating a micro-
economy where the homeless who are working 
to restore their communities and themselves 
might be seen as equals among the general 
public. It is hoped that relations between the 
homeless and the public would be improved 
by the creation of urban situations which are 
inviting and safe forums for open dialogue. 
In the greater context of the neighborhood, 
the researcher would expect a positive 
impact on the surrounding community 
through the resurrection of a Tampa icon 
and its immediate context. The result is a 
gestalt which is comprised of many schematic 
design concepts aimed at empowering the 
homeless individual to succeed while 
simultaneously reducing the general public’s 
fear of the homeless. 
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Case Study I: 
YWCA Charleston, WV 06.03.08 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 Transitions in life are chaotic endings of 
something past and beginnings of something 
new. It is important that transitional housing be 
both supportive of this chaotic time and 
conducive to working through it.  
“HUD has three defined goals...for transitional 
housing. They call it supportive housing program. 
They have to work on increased skills or income, 
permanent housing obviously, and increased self-
determination.”  (Benedict, 2008)  
It was important for the researcher to 
both speak with someone internal to the 
transitional housing program as well as visit a 
facility in order to have a better understanding of 
programmatic and spatial requirements. My 
hypothesis is that existing transitional housing 
programs are institutional and lack privacy 
because of the many rules and regulations that 
govern them. The researcher conducted an 
informal interview with Sandy Benedict, YWCA 
director of the McCormick House and Shanklin 
Center in Charleston, West Virginia, as she 
showed the researcher some of the apartments. 
The researcher had some key points that she 
wanted to address during our conversation but 
otherwise the conversation was very casual and 
mostly guided at Sandy’s discretion. Key points 
included:  
 
1. What is the occupancy rate? Is there a 
waiting list”? 
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2. Are there any communal spaces? What 
activities take place here? 
3. Do residents participate in maintaining the 
facilities in which they are living?(either 
through work with the supportive retail or 
otherwise) 
4. Do the residents have personal space? 
5. How much flexibility do residents have 
within their personal space? 
6. Must residents be employed to dwell 
here? 
We toured the McCormick House, as well 
as the Shanklin Center for Senior Enrichment 
which housed the permanent supportive housing 
for the elderly and will also host the new program 
for the chronically homeless. 
  We began at the McCormick House with 
two vacant apartments, one studio-style, and one 
one-bedroom. Sandy then introduced the 
researcher to a resident of the McCormick House 
in an effort to allow her to see an occupied unit. 
(Refer to Figure 6) At the Shanklin Center, she 
also introduced the researcher to two residents 
who allowed her to enter their respective homes. 
 Findings were partially incongruous with 
my hypothesis: guests did have a significant 
amount of personal space and flexibility to 
arrange themselves in it. However, there were no 
active informal communal spaces and residents 
did not participate by either working in the stores 
or helping to maintain the grounds. HUD requires 
that residents of transitional housing be employed 
and pay one-third of their adjusted income for 
rent. This requirement ensures a certain level of 
self-determination on the part of the applicant. 
With only one unit inspection a month residents 
are able to maintain a maximum amount of 
privacy while still being under supervision. 
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surprising fact. The first is that these facilities are 
in Charleston, West Virginia. The researcher has 
not had reason to ascertain the figures on 
homelessness in this state. It may very well be a 
different case in Tampa, Florida, although this is 
yet to be known. One sure factor is that you must 
actually be employed and pay rent to reside at 
the McCormick House. This is a major distinction 
between emergency shelters and transitional 
housing. 
In addition to this, in many cases it is 
encouraged that arrangements for debt be made 
and some activity toward reconciling debt be 
made prior to occupancy. Another major factor is 
that this facility is for women and children only. 
The Alicia McCormick House was originally a 
house for battered women and children only. It is 
so named for its founder who was indeed 
murdered by a man on work release from prison 
whose offense involved domestic violence. So 
while the McCormick House now houses 
domestic violence victims as well as recent 
graduates of treatment centers and some 
homeless it remains occupied by women and 
children only. The Shanklin Center was about 
90% occupied with one apartment vacant of 
eight. These units are permanent housing for the 
elderly who must have a disabling condition. 
Thus, there is no expected turn-over in these 
units. 
2. The McCormick House and Shanklin 
Center share a small community center at the 
Shanklin Center which holds regular community 
gatherings. It is rather like a club house in that it 
is not used daily and/or leisurely. Also, the two 
facilities are about four blocks from one another. 
Two duplexes at the McCormick House have a 
shared backyard which could also be used by the 
other apartments here. Sandy mentioned that as 
she herself is a gardener, she has encouraged 
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positions are left for the new occupants? The 
third is that if one is working for the facility then 
they may find it difficult to find work elsewhere.  
The other element of participation which was of 
interest was that of involvement in “chores.” In 
this, residents do not participate either. (This also 
answers key point five.) 
 
6. Residents do have personal space at 
both the McCormick House and the Shanklin 
Center. The McCormick House has four studio 
style apartments, four one bedroom apartments 
and two 2 bedroom apartments. The Shanklin 
Center has four studio style apartments and four 
one bedroom apartments for the elderly. It will 
also soon have three studio style apartments for 
the chronically homeless. Each apartment is 
furnished and equipped with a full size kitchen 
and personal bathroom. (Refer to Figure 9) THE 
RESEARCHER asked Sandy about the amount 
of flexibility that residents/guests have in their 
personal space. Here is what she had to say: 
“Well you know...  we have a contract, about a 
ten page contract outlining the rules. Like 
nobody’s supposed stay... visit after 11 o’clock at 
night. They are allowed to have overnight guests. 
And we had to do this because quite frankly a lot 
of times women try to move a man in here. That’s 
the way it is. So we had to start a new policy that 
you could have visitors two nights a month. 
Which that’s the way it always has been but you 
have to let the case manager know.”  
And 
“They are not supposed to put things on the wall 
but they do and I just... I get over that because 
everybody wants to put things on the wall.”  
 Later she mentioned that there are monthly 
inspections of each unit. This explained the ease 
with which she asked residents if the researcher 
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might come in and take a look around for my 
thesis. 
 
7. The residents of the McCormick House 
are required to be employed. According to Sandy, 
this is a HUD standard anywhere and residents 
have to pay one third of their adjusted income for 
rent. The residents of the Shanklin Center are not 
required to be employed but are still required to 
pay one third of their income for rent. There 
income is mostly Social Security. Paying more 
than one-third of one’s income toward rent is 
considered living beyond one’s means. Most 
people who live in poverty are paying more than 
one-third of their income for rent. This is a result 
of an insufficient affordable housing market. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Through the researcher’s visit and interview 
with Sandy Benedict it became immediately 
apparent that she had held a misconception about 
what transitional housing would be. Transitional 
housing does not have to be entirely institutional, 
as the researcher thought it would be. Here at 
least, the YWCA strives to create a comfortable 
and safe environment that “Empowers Women.” 
The McCormick House felt more institutional than 
the Shanklin Center in that the apartments were 
reached via two long corridors. This was not a 
programmatic necessity, however, security was. 
The researcher expected to see communal 
kitchens and perhaps even bathrooms. That these 
elements were inside each unit and were relatively 
spacious was gratifying. (See figure 4.0) 
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 It was disconcerting that opportunities for 
communal garden spaces were not taken 
advantage of. However, in an eighteen month to 
two year program, it may be that residents do not 
desire to make this place their own beyond their 
personal space. It may also have been that this 
allotted “garden space” was only visible from the 
two duplex units. This is probable, because as 
illustrated at the Shanklin Center, garden spaces 
did not go entirely untended. As a matter of 
program, THE RESEARCHER think it would be 
beneficial for residents to attend minor 
maintenance issues, such as pulling weeds on 
weekends. 
“This is a program, it’s, you know, not just housing. 
A lot of times we’ve interviewed people who are 
coming from Sojourners or even Hope House that 
are just looking for a place to live. That... that’s not 
what this is. And we try to be very clear with them 
from the beginning, you know, this is not just a 
place to live if that’s what you want then you need 
to make a HUD application and go that route.”  
Sandy clarified two things here. First, as 
she said this is a program, it involves work with a 
case manager and is more than just an apartment.  
“If they work less than 30 hours a week they’re 
required to go to our readiness center which helps 
women work on their GED if they don’t have their 
diploma. They have a job coach there who knows 
of all the jobs that are available in the whole 
surrounding area and can help them with jobs, 
with resume writing, that sort of thing. They can 
learn computer skills there. [It] just depends on 
how motivated they are.” 
Secondly, this is not a free ride. Residents must 
be employed or have some source of income to 
reside in these facilities. 
 The most important thing that the researcher got 
out of this case study was who is in transitional 
housing and permanent supportive housing. 
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These were not the people on street corners with 
cardboard signs. These were women with a since 
of pride about them and their homes. They have 
interests in material things like clothes, gadgets, 
and teddy bears.  Grace, a current resident of the 
McCormick House, showed Sandy and the 
researcher a video of her daughter singing and 
dancing. These are women who are working hard 
for a better life. As Sandy said, some women 
bomb when they are not ready for this step, but 
others go onto become beauticians or get their 
college degrees. They were indistinguishable 
from the general population.
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Case Study II: 
Metropolitan Ministries Tampa, FL 
07.01.08 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Conclusions from “Case Study I: YWCA 
Transitional Housing; Charleston, WV; 06.03.08” 
indicated that transitional housing is not 
institutional feeling and that it does offer a fair 
amount of privacy. The researcher shall 
determine whether or not that example is an 
anomaly or if it is standard. Specifically, the 
researcher will be looking to confirm similar 
results in the thesis area of study: Tampa Bay. 
Therefore, the hypothesis for “Case Study II: 
Metropolitan Ministries; Tampa, Florida; 
07.01.08” shall reflect the results of Case Study 
I. “We need to understand how much of our lives 
is lived in and through institutions, and how 
better institutions are essential if we are to live 
better lives.” [Robert N. Bellah et al., The Good 
Society (New York: Vintage, 1991), p.5]  
(Ogilvie, 2004) 
The hypothesis is that transitional housing is 
not by definition institutional feeling and does 
provide adequate personal space. The 
researcher conducted a formal interview with 
Christine Long, the Senior Programs Officer for 
Metropolitan Ministries. She also guided the 
researcher on tour of the entire facility. In the 
interview with Christine Long, the researcher 
elaborated some of the same bullet points that 
were addressed in “Case Study I.” Those bullet 
points included again: occupancy rate, 
communal spaces, resident participation, 
personal space and flexibility, and income. 
These points were addressed for both their 
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existing facility and what will soon be “The 
Sanctuary,” a permanent supportive housing 
facility with twelve units. The existing facility, for 
the last ten years has been transitional housing 
with a stay of up to two years. Prior to this the 
facility was focused on emergency shelter. The 
change was a result of welfare reform. “The 
Sanctuary” model of permanent supportive 
housing is the trend that the government is 
leaning toward today. Because the new housing 
is not yet complete, the findings of this study will 
formally be limited to the existing facility. 
However, informally the idea of permanent 
supportive housing will be used as a counter to 
the existing model of transitional housing at 
Metropolitan Ministries. 
Christine Long and the researcher met at 
Metropolitan Ministries on July 1, 2008. 
Metropolitan Ministries has facilities to 
accommodate 40 families and also a community 
outreach program. The interview portion of the 
meeting was conducted in a formal manner, 
while the guided tour of the facility was 
conducted more informally.  
 
 
Questions & Answers 
 
Q: What is the occupancy rate? Is there a “waiting 
list”? 
A: “We have a waiting list of about 40 families. We 
have room for 40 families and a waiting list of 40 
families. Usually, families have to wait 2 to 3 
months.  And we do have an emphasis on quick 
turnaround time of the rooms themselves. So, 
usually there is only 2-3 days in between one 
family moving out and another family moving in. 
Occupancy rate is like 98%.” 
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Q: How many residents are college graduates on 
average? 
A: “Well, certainly people come from all walks of 
life. Most families that we see don’t have their 
G.E.D. or maybe they are just high school 
graduates. It’s more unusual that we have college 
graduates.” 
“We do have … of the 40, there is probably two 
or three.” 
Q: What kind of security measures are in place? 
(i.e. reception desk) 
A: “Well, when you have a large facility with a lot 
of people, you don’t know people by their faces, 
so you need to have some type of badge, ID 
badge, that type of thing. You know, I think that is 
probably a necessity. And that’s why we have the 
pass, so you don’t have to check everybody 
every time they come. We do ask everyone to 
always wear their id badges. They all have 
picture ID badges. So when they go to the 
cafeteria, or when they are walking around 
campus everybody knows who they are. And 
actually, it’s not just them, volunteers are 
supposed to wear them, staff are supposed to 
wear them. We are all supposed to wear them. 
And there are different colors for different 
populations, so when we’re seeing someone new 
we can see that they are a volunteer, or other 
people know they are residents.”  
Q: Are there different color badges for different 
stages in the program? 
A: “No, but what we do is they get a star as they 
move from phase to phase. So they get 2, 3, 4, or 
5 stars as they move through the program.” 
Q: Are there any communal spaces? What 
activities take place there? 
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A: “We have a communal dining room. Everyone 
eats together in the dining facility and there is a 
courtyard where everyone kind of hangs out.” 
“We do have another room that we use for large 
meetings. Every month we have a house 
meeting, so all the residents are in attendance at 
that. We also … any special event: children 
graduate from elementary school, or any special 
dinner or special meals, parties: birthday parties. 
We have monthly birthday parties. They’re all 
held in this other area. But we also use it for 
community events: staff meetings, donors, 
groups. Business groups will come in and they’ll 
have lunch and they’ll tour the facility. And so, we 
use it for a wide variety of uses.” 
Q: Is there supportive retail? What is there? 
A: “Well, we have our childcare center, on site. So 
obviously, that generates some income. Some of 
our families get vouchers. Vouchers are pretty 
hard to come by to pay for child care, but we were 
able to negotiate some vouchers designated for 
homeless families. So that helps them and it, of 
course, helps our income. We have a lot of 
families that aren’t residents; they pay on a sliding 
scale. So, they could pay full pay but most of them 
don’t.” 
“We are actually looking at our thrift store model 
… Primarily our thrift store gives away everything 
for free. All of our vouchers for both the residential 
families as well as the families that come in 
through Outreach, which we have about 100 per 
day, go over to Outreach. So, 75 to 80 percent of 
our sales are to voucher, which is free. It’s not cost 
effective were never going to make any money so 
what we want to do is move the thrift store into a 
retail center. This is not a good location for a thrift 
store. We know where there are good thrift stores. 
They’re in the suburbs. They’re properly located 
with the proper type of products. So we are kind of 
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taking a look at the cost effectiveness of that. 
Instead of using the thrift store as a voucher 
location, we do a clothing closet type of set up 
here for the residents and the other families that 
need free clothing.” 
“We have done a social entrepreneur project with 
our kitchen. We have a state-of-the-art kitchen 
that was designed by Outback Steak House and 
has the capability of making 10,000 meals per 
day. So we did try a healthy bar, kind of a health 
food bar which is of course a growing trend. We 
had somebody who designed a bar. We made it 
and packaged it. We sold it at the Y’s. But it really 
didn’t pan out to be cost effective either. But we 
are looking at other ways to use our kitchen, 
possibly catering, some of our food programs; 
you know those types of things. So, we’re kind of 
investigating what might be good social 
entrepreneur opportunities.” 
Q: Do residents participate in maintaining the 
facilities in which they are living? (Either through 
work with the supportive retail or otherwise) 
A: “Yes. All of our residents, as part of their 
program, they go through… they do one month… 
that is work preparation. We assign people to work 
assignments and they really become like co-
workers with the employees there. And they get 
rated on a weekly basis on: getting to work on 
time, dressing properly, and you know all of those 
basic soft skills. We use that time to assess their 
abilities in those areas and we can also give them 
then a recommendation for employment habits, 
those types of things. So they all do that…”   
Q: Is this volunteer or paid work?  
A: “It’s part of the program. No they aren’t paid, 
but it’s considered part of their program.” 
Q: Do the residents have personal space? 
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A: “Our current housing is … kind of like a hotel. 
Each of the rooms is like a small hotel room 
probably like half the size of a typical hotel room 
and they all have their own bathroom and 
showers and each family, of course, stays in the 
room by themselves.”  
Q: How much flexibility do residents have within 
their personal space? 
A: “Well currently they have a lot of flexibility. 
They’ll bring in some of their own. Well its 
concrete block wall, so, it’s not very easy to hang 
things unless you bring in a drill. But some people 
stick things on the walls, some people have put 
little border type of things on the walls. But 
actually, as we’re doing our rehab, we’re not going 
to allow anybody to do that anymore.  We’re going 
to set it up, I would say kind of like a hotel. Where 
there is going to be set furniture, there’s going to 
be coordinated bedding. You know we are hoping 
to give them, actually, a nicer environment rather 
than broken down dressers, you know that type of 
thing.” 
Q: What types of things could be added to 
maximize flexibility in one’s personal space? 
A: “Well, we are looking at like um…Well of 
course all the families have children so you’d like 
to hang your children’s artwork up. Pushpin, you 
know magnet boards. You don’t have a 
refrigerator but you could have a magnet board 
and you could put things up on the wall, that kind 
of thing. Something that would be permanent 
wouldn’t damage the wall but would give people 
the opportunity to personalize the space.” “Some 
of the things that were doing to set the right 
environment and tone, even though it’s kind of an 
institutional setting, I mean we’re stuck with the 
building we’ve got, the rooms we’ve got, we need 
durable furniture because there are lots of 
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families that are moving out. So what we want to 
do is make them feel comfortable when they first 
come in. A few years back when people would 
first come in there would be a bare mattress. We 
would like hand them there linens and we would 
hand them there shampoo and pillows and they 
would walk up and have a bare room: concrete 
walls, mattresses, empty mattresses. Now what 
we are doing is making the beds, we’re stocking 
the toiletries, were leaving a little note on the 
pillow; you know, more of a welcome, hospitality 
oriented thing to try and take the environment  
that we have and make it more warm and 
welcoming.” 
Q: Are there inspections? What do they involve? 
A: “We have weekly, weekly room inspections. 
There are 15 points and people, if they get a 
perfect score; they get a prize at the end of every 
month. Sometimes they’re things, sometimes 
they’re evening passes: we have like a special 
family movie night. You know that type of thing, 
kind of a reward for room cleanliness. They’re 
basic cleanliness issues.” 
“This facility that we have now is drug and alcohol 
free, completely. We have a recovery program 
also. So, nobody can have any alcohol. Actually, 
they can’t have food in their rooms. It’s not set up 
for food (insects those types of things). So, they 
do look for food, of course if they were to see 
alcohol that would be a very, very big deal.” 
Q: Must residents be employed to dwell here? 
A: “Well, most transitional housing, they charge 
rent, charge a fee, at least some type of a fee or 
stipend. We don’t charge anything. Our focus is 
really education and so most people don’t work 
the 12 possibly 18 months that they are here. 
And we focus on some of those other key areas 
that they need to learn and grow. It could be 
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mental health or drug treatment. Education is of 
course the biggest one. We spend a lot of time on 
education for people.” 
 Q: Is Metropolitan Ministries funded by HUD? 
A: “We don’t receive HUD.” 
Q: Do you house nonprofit self-help meetings, 
such as Alcoholics Anonymous, on site? 
A: “Yes, we do?” 
 
 
Analysis 
 
The existing facility at Metropolitan 
Ministries stands in stark contrast to the facilities 
that I visited for Case Study I. Explanations for 
this contrast will be analyzed here through re-
visiting the previous Q&A section, as well as 
graphic analysis. Some explanations may 
include differences in demographics, age of the 
facilities under examination, and form of 
housing. Metropolitan Ministries is typically 98% 
occupied with a waiting list equaling the number 
of beds available. This is significantly different 
from the facility in “Case Study I” which had 
never experienced a wait list. The first factor that 
undoubtedly contributes to this is the number of 
homeless people in Hillsborough County. The 
2007 Homeless Coalition of Hillsborough 
County’s Homeless Census Survey reported 
that there were at least 9,532 men, women and 
children homeless on any given night. This is 
almost triple the reported number of homeless 
individual’s for the county in Case Study I.  
Also, HUD requires that individuals residing 
in transitional housing pay at least 30% of their 
income for rent. Metropolitan Ministries is not 
funded by HUD and does not require that 
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individuals be employed to reside in their 
existing facility. This dramatically increases the 
number of eligible occupants. Currently, most 
residents do not work for the entirety of their 
stay at Metropolitan Ministries, with their focus 
being on education. However, the new facility, 
“The Sanctuary,” will be permanent supportive 
housing (PSH). In this form of housing residents 
will be expected to pay some type of rent, 
probably on a sliding scale based upon their 
income. Christine mentioned that they would be 
using this as a graduating step for some of the 
residents at Metropolitan Ministries and also as 
rapid re-housing for people who come in through 
there outreach. No doubt these twelve units will 
also fill quickly, however unlike transitional 
housing there will not be any expected turnover.  
This notion of different forms of housing may 
account for many of the observed differences 
between the facilities observed in “Case Study I” 
and Metropolitan Ministries. The Housing 
Continuum (Refer to Appendix A) describes 
different forms of housing based on one’s ability 
to pay.  Based on this table and observations 
made while at both facilities, the researcher 
determined that the two facilities are not 
representative of the same form of housing.  The 
facility in “Case Study I” fits the description of 
‘transitional housing,’ however; Metropolitan 
Ministries aligns itself more closely with the 
description of ‘transitional shelter.’ Also, some 
people who feel that they only need temporary 
assistance may use Metropolitan Ministries as 
an emergency shelter, rather than committing to 
the longer term program. Transitional shelters 
have more rigorous programs than transitional 
housing because they are dealing with different, 
supposedly less capable populations. They are, 
therefore, more institutional.  
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Another major contributing factor to the 
differences in these two facilities is intended 
use. Metropolitan Ministries has been operating 
for 35 years, the first twenty of which it 
functioned primarily as an emergency shelter. 
The McCormick House in “Case Study I” has 
been more recently adapted from a church to 
transitional housing and supportive retail. It 
would be unfair to hold these two facilities to the 
same design criteria. That being said 
Metropolitan Ministries, as it stands, does feel 
institutional. Specific reasons include building 
materials, sizes & configurations of spaces, and 
programmatic adjacencies. The concrete 
masonry unit (CMU) walls are left unfinished 
except for several coats of white paint as 
opposed to painted or wallpapered drywall which 
would be typically found in a residential space.  
The bare walls are the basis for the institutional 
feeling in the spaces. The walls are pronounced 
by the small spaces originally configured for 
emergency shelters that are now temporary 
homes to forty families. The units are minimally 
composed of a restroom (with shower) and 
bedroom. The configuration of the units ties into 
the program and the adjacency of spaces. The 
configuration of the units, as small hotel rooms, 
makes them feel transitory.  The inability to store 
food in one’s dwelling, have privacy from one’s 
children, or make a personal telephone call from 
one’s dwelling programmatically make this an 
institutional setting. Two key programmatic 
features make this space feel institutional. One 
is the classroom which is on the second level, 
adjacent to residential units. Their close 
proximity leaves little room for transition. The 
other is the main entry point/reception desk. This 
is where residents can make phone calls, pick 
up mail, pick up medications (both prescription 
and non-), and store minimal amounts of 
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personal food. This is also where anyone 
without a badge must enter the building. This 
small and busy zone identifies Metropolitan 
Ministries as an institution by highlighting its 
highly regulated atmosphere.  
The security badges, mentioned above, 
were addressed in the interview as well. These 
are the main mechanisms for providing security 
to the building. They are to be worn and visible 
at all times. The value in controlled access to the 
building and within is understood to be a 
necessity. This the researcher does not contest. 
It is the visibility requirement which makes this 
measure institutional. The researcher would 
suggest that this is a missed opportunity for 
dialogue and social interaction. The Badge 
reduces the need for one to approach someone 
to inquire who they are and thereby reduces the 
need to “get to know” each other. Feeling 
institutional is difficult to define. Here, the 
badges are illustrative of a practice of organizing 
people which is common to institutions. The 
practice may simplify management of the 
institution; however, it reduces a person’s sense 
of individuality. This facility has a fair amount of 
communal space, as well as a good balance of 
formal and informal spaces. However, some 
spaces are acting as communal spaces which 
were not meant to be while some communal 
spaces are under-utilized. There are some 
opportunities for improvement which could 
significantly improve the quality of the overall 
residential space. The residential units are 
arranged around an open air courtyard. During 
the researchers single visit, the courtyard was 
unused. The most popular spaces seemed to be 
the afore-mentioned main entry point/reception 
and the “smoking area/ playground.” The 
liveliness of the courtyard would greatly benefit 
by moving the playground into the center of this 
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reinforce the courtyard as an outdoor communal 
space. The researcher would encourage 
Metropolitan Ministries to investigate the 
opportunities in these two spaces such as 
increased independence, increased community 
spirit and support, and an increased sense of 
security. Increased independence could be 
achieved by turning the Florida room into an 
occupiable space which could have a house 
telephone, some lockers for food storage, and 
possibly a mail room.  This would help to 
alleviate traffic around the reception desk. The 
Florida room could also become a space for 
study groups and group social activities such as 
card night, or bingo. The adjacencies of the 
Florida room to the courtyard and of the 
courtyard to the residential units are really great 
opportunities to unify the space. This is 
important if residents are to develop a sense of 
social participation and responsibility.  Also, 
housing more activities within the courtyard 
reinforces the security inherent in its design. 
 Other communal spaces include the 
dining hall, banquet hall, library, and the adult’s 
lounge. (Refer to Figure 11 for all communal 
space) The first two are more formal spaces, 
while the latter two are informal. The adult’s 
lounge is a place where parents can escape 
from their children for a while. It is a small living 
room with a television, couch and chair, and 
some books. The purpose of this space is really 
important since without it parents would have no 
privacy from their children. The size of the space 
makes it suitable for one or two people. It is 
more of a retreat space than a communal space. 
A larger space would be required to make this a 
communal living space (i.e. the Florida room). 
The library is really a small reading room. Again 
this space is really too small for communal 
activities to take place, however, it is another 
Figure 11: Communal spaces.
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great asset to the residents. This space is 
interesting because it is operated by one of the 
residents. While residents are required to work 
for one month at Metropolitan Ministries as part 
of their program; this is a unique situation 
because the library space was actually initiated 
by this resident, who is a former librarian. Her 
initiative not only demonstrates her self-
determination, but also a sense of ownership 
and responsibility within her community. This is 
significant because she was able to use her 
individual experience and skill to make a 
contribution to the greater whole.  
The amount of flexibility within one’s 
personal space is a factor which gives the 
resident a sense of ownership. This flexibility is 
lacking in the typical institution. Here, residents 
are currently allowed to do what they can to 
personalize their space; again however, the 
units have concrete walls. Metropolitan 
Ministries tries to make the best of what they 
have by preparing the rooms in advance of 
residents moving in. This hospitable measure is 
a good attempt at alleviating the institutional 
nature of the units. Since most residents are not 
working during the duration of their stay at 
Metropolitan Ministries the ability to accumulate 
stuff that they might otherwise gather is highly 
limited. This stuff would normally be used to 
personalize the space. In this case, it is 
fortunate that residents don’t really have much 
space to personalize. Christine Long discussed 
ideas about how to add some flexibility to the 
space such as bulletin boards for hanging 
children’s artwork. These would be beneficial in 
such small spaces. However, if not treated as an 
item for home décor they could quickly add to 
the institutional atmosphere.  
As in “Case Study I” the residents have 
regular inspections, however, here they are 
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more frequent. A series of perfect inspections is 
rewarded with a prize. This is positive 
reinforcement for performing the expected task. 
While the prize (i.e. family movie night) is surely 
well received by the family, it would also be 
good to reward the parents by attaching 
increased responsibility and privacy. For 
example, if the family is inspected each week for 
a month and all of the evaluations are perfect, 
then the family could be rewarded by having bi-
weekly inspections the following month. And so 
on, so that if those were also perfect, then the 
family would only have monthly inspections. This 
process could also be reversed, so that if they 
then failed a monthly inspection, then they would 
return to bi-weekly inspections or reset to weekly 
inspections. This system would not only provide 
a “treat,” but would reinforce the idea of self-
sufficiency. 
 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Results from this case study contrasted 
with the expected results and with the results of 
Case Study I. This case study was a follow up of 
Case Study I, designed to confirm its results. In 
Case Study I the researcher was surprised to find 
that the transitional housing there was not 
institutional feeling and that residents enjoyed an 
adequate amount of personal space and privacy. 
Therefore, the hypothesis for this study stated that 
transitional housing would not feel institutional and 
that residents would have adequate personal 
space and privacy. The facility at Metropolitan 
Ministries does feel institutional and does not 
provide adequate personal space and privacy. 
Several factors contributed to these results, 
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including architectural features as well as program 
operations.  
The researcher found that this facility did in 
fact feel institutional. The construction of the 
building itself was the first indication of an 
institutional feeling space. Both interior and 
exterior walls were exposed (painted) concrete 
walls, the floors were linoleum, and the lighting 
was fluorescent. All of this in a small living unit 
which needs to house an entire family sets the 
stage for an institutional environment for the 
people in residence here. To the credit of 
Metropolitan Ministries, this facility was originally 
designed to function as an emergency shelter, not 
as transitional housing which houses people for a 
longer term. However, other factors contributed to 
the feeling of an institution as well. Of these, the 
main entry point/reception desk was the most 
alarming space. The design of this space is not 
conducive to the amount of traffic in this area and 
yet it is one of the most occupied “communal 
spaces” in the facility. The reception desk is the 
point of access for several items. Here people can 
pick up their mail and use the house telephone. 
Residents must also store medications (including 
over-the-counter) here as well as a limited amount 
of food. They also come here for items such as 
baby formula when the dining hall is not serving. 
This “restricted” access, regardless of intent, sets 
an institutional atmosphere. One other space in 
the facility which currently feels institutional, but 
has great potential to turn the atmosphere around 
is the central courtyard. This space, as the 
researcher observed, lacked vitality and activity all 
together. Where the space is designed to bring 
people together, residents actually move around 
the edges. The researcher suggests moving the 
children’s play area to this area to activate the 
space. 
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Metropolitan Ministries provides a great 
service to our community, and the city is fortunate 
to have their support. However, it does feel like an 
institution, and in fact operates like one as well; it 
offers many lessons for the design of a new 
facility. 
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Case Study III: 
Historic Intervention Bold vs Subtle 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 A barrier to transitional housing is the 
stigma that the homeless will have a negative 
impact on the community; i.e. drugs, crime, and 
general chaos. Therefore, how to intervene with 
a historic community icon is critical to the 
success of a positive transition. 
 The purpose of this study was to assess 
various design tactics used in historic 
intervention and to evaluate the appropriateness 
of those tactics for the purposes of this thesis. 
An historic intervention is an adaptive reuse of a 
building where a physical change is made to the 
building that is not necessarily restorative. The 
researcher believed that a subtle intervention 
would be more widely accepted by the general 
public, however, a bolder intervention would 
attract more users to the site (both homeless 
and not). Initial thoughts were that a bold 
intervention could have a negative impact on the 
overall project.  
 
 
Graphic Analysis 
 
 Through a series of diagrams, the 
researcher has analyzed two built examples of 
historic intervention as if they were designed for 
homeless housing. The first example is subtle 
and elegant while the second is bold and 
“disrespectful.” The two examples were chosen 
because they were considered to be polar 
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Figure 16: New supporting old.
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bold intervention may offer a symbol of hope to 
the homeless, and yet be a mark of chaos to the 
general public. The subtle intervention offers the 
idea of a bold beacon without the austerity of a 
monument. Its simple gestures are also non-
threatening to the public.  
 From this graphic analysis, the 
researcher determined that both examples offer 
relevant strategies for the design of homeless 
housing in an historic structure which should be 
implemented. These included: the use of 
repetition to create a sense of identity for the 
place, creating a beacon rather than a 
monument, and the embodiment of transition in 
the overall parti. 
 Therefore, the researcher determined 
that the design for this thesis would have to be a 
fine balance of both bold and subtle gestures. 
 
Figure 
Figure 
24: Strachan House.
25: Strachan House.
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Site Selection 
 
 
 Sites were considered for their historical 
impact on community with the goal of enhancing 
the connection between the homeless- and 
general-population. The site selection was 
based on explorations of how this new kind of 
place would interact with public spaces. Site 
selection points determined the appropriateness 
of boldness versus subtlety (Refer to Case 
Study III) and the necessity of comfortable public 
spaces.  
 From the conception of this thesis, the 
researcher felt that the iconic Tampa cigar 
factory would be the prime building typology for 
the site. While other types of historic buildings 
were briefly considered, this section will not 
address those options in great depth. Rather this 
section will focus on the process of elimination 
used to decide on a particular factory, the 
ultimate selection of a site, and the theory 
behind the adaptive reuse of a historic building 
for the purposes of this thesis. 
 While the researcher was fairly certain 
that a site with a cigar factory was the best 
solution, there were at one time over 200 cigar 
factories in what is now the City of Tampa. 
There were two distinct cities in the early 1900s 
manufacturing cigars: Ybor City and West 
Tampa. Both of these areas still have factories 
standing today. The first step in narrowing down 
the site was to determine whether the site would 
be in Ybor City or West Tampa. This quick 
decision was made because West Tampa is on 
the precipice of transition while Ybor City has 
already experienced its own resurrection. 
Therefore, the West Tampa region offered the 
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is the factory? 
3. How much clear space is available 
around the factory for infrastructure and 
increased building footprint? 
4. Does the building represent an iconic 
Tampa cigar factory? 
5. Is the factory vacant? 
6. Is the factory renovated? 
Table 1 represents the results for each factory. 
As the table below indicates, three factories met 
5 criteria each. At this point it became necessary 
to put some weight on each criterion in order to 
further eliminate two of these options. (Clear 
space, Commercial street, Embedded in 
residential, Iconic, Vacant and then un-
Renovated) From this it was determined by the 
researcher that the best site would be that of the 
# of 
pros Cigar Factory
Commercial 
street
Embedded in 
residential
Clear 
space Iconic Vacant
un-
Renovated
2 Pendas & Alvarez Co. X X
3 Berriman Bros. Cigar Co. X X X
4 Garcia & Vega Co. X X X X
4 Samuel I. Davis Co. X X X X
5 A. Santaella Cigar Factory X X X X X
5 Caballero Bros. Cigar Factory X X X X X
5 Bustillo & Diaz Partnership, Inc. X X X X X
Criteria
Table 1: Criteria: indicates the 
results for each factory option. 
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A. Santaella Cigar Factory.  
 However, this was not the end of the 
selection process. Several factors indicated that 
it was not enough to be objective. After further 
research, the researcher came to the conclusion 
that the way in which a factory might be 
occupied was as significant as whether or not it 
was vacant. Originally, it was thought that the 
Santaella Factory was occupied only by a used 
office supply retailer, which could feasibly be 
moved to another location with no significant 
loss to the community. However, the researcher 
discovered that this factory was in fact also 
home to the West Tampa Center for the Arts. 
The center rents affordable studios to 
professional artists and holds 6 juried exhibitions 
a year. (www.westtampaarts.org) This significant 
use should not be relocated or jeopardized.  
 At the same time the researcher 
discovered that The Armory (just south of the 
Samuel L. Davis Factory) was the site of what 
will become a large new mixed use 
development. This project will potentially bring 
this severed area of West Tampa back to life. 
(Refer to Appendix C) This offers a great 
opportunity for this thesis to latch on to a 
successful revival of an area in transition. The 
Samuel L. Davis Factory was initially discounted 
because it is not embedded in a residential 
neighborhood and because it does not embody 
the iconic image of a Tampa Cigar Factory with 
its octagonal tower and asymmetrical entrance. 
Also, while the site had clear space, the factory 
was not situated in the most optimal location for 
expansion.  
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for photo key) The researcher determined that 
while some of the uses could be maintained, it 
would be in the best interest of the thesis to 
claim all of this space for the site and 
incorporate a new master plan. This master plan 
would resolve several issues: it would 
strengthen the connection to the project at The 
Armory and to the surrounding residential 
community, and create ample clear space for 
necessary infrastructure and new building. 
 With the site selection made it is 
important to address the question: why should 
an architectural thesis propose the adaptive 
reuse of an historic building rather than a new 
construction project? Specifically, what makes a 
cigar factory an ideal opportunity for this thesis? 
“The cigar industry employed thousands of 
workers in Ybor City and West Tampa, allowing 
members of several cultures to identify 
themselves as one ‘working-class’ fostering a 
greater sense of community.” (Reyes, W.) These 
factories represent the center of many of the 
communities which grew up around them as 
they were built and as Reyes points out, the 
cigar industry in Tampa brought many different 
types of people together. These factories are a 
symbol of community, of people who are 
different connecting. This is the first factor which 
makes the cigar factory an ideal site as opposed 
to new construction where a sense of 
community would be fabricated. The second 
factor is represented in the very construction of 
the brick factories. The exterior brick walls of the 
factory act as a fire wall. In the event that there 
were a fire inside of the factory the large timbers 
would burn slowly, and the brick walls would 
prevent the fire from spreading to the 
community. The slow burning timbers would 
allow more time for workers to evacuate the 
building and give the fire sprinkler system a 
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better chance of succeeding. This construction 
physically protected the community and its 
employees from danger. This is metaphorically 
significant to creating housing for the homeless 
which feels safe. This is a key element which 
would be difficult to manifest in new 
construction. Resurrecting one of these Tampa 
icons would symbolize a new life for the 
homeless who would reside there and for the 
surrounding community. The significance of 
choosing an historic site is that it will promote a 
positive sense of identity and place; it will create 
a common ground where both the formerly 
homeless and the homed can go, interact, and 
be the same.  
Figure
Cigar Fac
 34: Samuel L. Davis
tory. Photo taken by
researcher.
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adults range from dog grooming to parent 
education and hair school. These offer the 
opportunity for residents to attain sustainable life 
skills.   
5.  Access.  
This diagram illustrates various forms of access 
to the site; including public transit, vehicular and 
pedestrian. It also highlights (in orange) the 
proposed path of the future light rail transit in 
Tampa, Florida. This diagram shows that the 
transportation needs of the site’s users can 
currently be met. For example, the large blue 
asterisk at the top right corner of the site 
illustrates a bus stop adjacent to the site which 
runs east and west, to and from the main transit 
hub downtown. This downtown hub will in the 
future be the hub for light-rail as well. The 
researcher found that what the site lacks in 
access is a north-south connector via public 
transportation. Connecting to neighborhoods 
such as Hyde Park (refer to figure x) may be an 
inconvenience due to this missing link. However, 
the researcher expects that the current public 
transportation system will improve with growth of 
the city and in particular the immediate area 
concerning the site. 
6.  Zoning. 
 
The information for this zoning diagram comes 
from the City of Tampa’s Planning Commission’s 
Land Use Information System. The site is 
located along what will become a commercial 
corridor North and South along both N. Howard 
Ave. and N. Armenia Ave. that will connect I-275 
to Hyde Park. The project proposed for the area 
south of the site will tie in with the city’s plan for 
this corridor and maximizes the potential of the 
site to become a successful mixed use 
development. (Refer to Appendix D for more 
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Program  
 
 
 The program is a simple but essential 
factor to this thesis. The objective is to design a 
model of permanent supportive housing which 
becomes less dependent on donations and 
volunteering by the public by creating a micro-
economy where the homeless working to restore 
their communities and themselves might be 
seen as equals among the general public. This 
thesis has two major goals which are affected by 
the program: to help generate a more positive 
interaction between the general public and the 
homeless where the homeless feel as though 
they are equal and to help create a facility which 
could be less dependent on the “in-kind” support 
of others.  
 Currently, one method used by 
organizations providing housing for the 
homeless use to generate funds is second hand 
retail. (i.e. the Salvation Army thrift store) For an 
organization like the Salvation Army this may be 
an effective method. However, for local shelters 
like Metropolitan Ministries, the thrift store is 
more of a voucher exchange for families in 
need.  
 Current thrift store scenarios, by and 
large, lack the atmosphere necessary to 
promote the two afore mentioned goals. Firstly, 
these retail operations are not typically adjacent 
to the housing component. An exception would 
be the McCormick House from Case Study I. 
Another limiting factor for existing supportive 
retail is the type of merchandise sold and how it 
is sold. It is a familiar scene of a large 
fluorescent lit warehouse of lengthy color coated 
aisles crammed with far more ‘garbage’ than 
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quality merchandise. The researcher would point 
to the thrift store in Case Study I as an example 
of how these could better operate. At “Past ‘n’ 
Present,” the consumer can casually peruse a 
good selection of items which are not crammed 
onto endless racks, but rather nicely displayed in 
a small boutique atmosphere. The attitude of the 
researcher is that supportive retail must be 
appealing to all types of consumers if it is to be 
successful in raising significant funds for a 
facility. This includes examples such as “Past ‘n’ 
Present,” but it also means that organizations 
should consider retail options which go beyond 
reselling used merchandise.  
 Set forth are the methods which the 
researcher used to address the objectives of this 
thesis. First, to address the issue of proximity, 
the site has been designed as a mixed-use 
development with commercial offices and retail 
combined with housing for the homeless. (Refer 
to Table 2) The mixed-use concept is not a new 
one, and is re-emerging as an ideal urban 
planning method across the country. However, it 
is unique to permanent supportive housing. This 
method is being implemented to encourage the 
exposure of the homeless to the general public. 
This exposure is not to put the homeless on 
display, but rather to allow them to be equal with 
the general public. The idea is to let the public 
see that the homeless (or formerly homeless, as 
they are no longer counted once they are homed 
in permanent supportive housing) are just like 
them. They are people, who like anyone could 
experience a hard time and recover from it. This 
will create an environment of positive interaction.  
 The commercial space will be 
comprised of that which is leased out by the 
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Table 2: Site Program. 
  
Building Progra m
Com m e rcia l New Construction 30,000
Renovated Space (factory) 10,000
Subtota l 40,000
Re side ntia l Townhomes 31,200 26
Mixed Use 20,500 10
Renovated Space (factory) 22,000 20
Subtota l 73,700 56
Com m unity Exis ting s tructure 5,000
Tota l 118,700
W a te r Re te ntion
Southeast Corner (ex is ting) 10,000 1
Tota l 10,000 1
Re quire d Pa rking (inc ludes infrastructure)
Com m e rcia l General Retail (four spaces per 1,000 s f) 50,900 0
Boutique Retail (one space per 1,000 s f) 3,000 0
Subtota l 53,900 0
Re side ntia l Pervious (Renovated Units) 6,480 20
Attached (Townhomes) 10,920 26
Impervious (Mixed-use Units 2,400 10
Subtota l 19,800 56
Tota l 73,700 56
Outdoor Com m una l Spa ce
Hardscape
Green Space (programmed)
Green Space (un-programmed)
Tota l 113,412
Gra nd Tota l 202,400
Site Program
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organization to local businesses and that which 
is operated solely by the organization. Both 
methods would generate an income which could 
directly benefit the organization by offsetting 
what residents are able to pay for rent.  
 The space which would be leased out to 
local business might be comprised of various 
boutiques as well as services which could 
benefit the residents directly but also the 
surrounding community. (i.e. Legal Aid) (Refer to 
the Table 3)  
 Retail operated by the organization 
would be concentrated in the Cigar Factory 
(Refer to Table 4). These would work in two 
ways to be “supportive.” One way would of 
course be that income generated through sales 
would benefit the organization. The other would 
be that these would be specific opportunities for 
residents or other homeless persons to work. 
This would provide another layer of interaction, 
where the working residents would be seen as 
equal rather than “lazy bums.” However, the 
location of the site suggests that there would be 
many opportunities for employment within close 
proximity and this would be encouraged.  
 For the residential component, the 
researcher needed to determine which sub-
population of the homeless this thesis would 
target because different populations of the 
homeless have different needs which do not 
necessarily coincide. Sue Marshall, executive 
director of the Community Partnership for 
Prevention of Homelessness, asserts that the 
fastest-growing segment of the homeless 
population is women with children. (Gilderbloom, 
2008) Thirty percent of the homeless population 
is families with children in Hillsborough County. 
Therefore, this thesis has been focused on 
permanent supportive housing for homeless 
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Table 3: Suggested 
Commercial Uses. 
families from traditional family structures to 
single parents. 
 Outside of the factory, there will be two 
types of housing: two to three bedroom 
townhomes and one to two bedroom apartments 
above the commercial space. The size and 
number of these units offers the opportunity 
down the road for these to also be offered as 
affordable housing units in the future. This would 
help to encourage further interaction between 
Leased Out Commercial
Retail Office Community
"Muay Thai" (existing) medical offices (various) childcare
"Most Insurance" (existing) "legal aid" attornies "Alcoholics Anonymous" , etc.
"Tampa Street Market" accounting services
pet boutique
ice cream parlor
salon / barber
internet cafés
cafés
Organization Owned / Operated
bookstore
consignment
coffee shop
art classes
cuban stand
Suggested Commercial Uses
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the formerly homeless and the general public.  
 The housing in the cigar factory would 
be for single mothers with children. The program 
of the factory had to be sensitive to the needs of 
single mothers while still addressing the goals of 
this thesis as it will be the icon for this 
development. In order to do this the factory has 
been organized by floor as follows. The 
basement houses services dedicated to the 
residents. The ground floor is dedicated to 
commercial retail and a major indoor public 
space. The remaining second and third floors 
are residential. (Refer to the Table 4)  
 The residential floors are a balance of 
communal space and private space with special 
attention to transitional spaces. Communal 
space in the residential floors is particularly 
important as a place of social interaction, as 
places for everyday activities such as laundry, 
and as places for shared responsibilities such as 
watching one another’s children. These spaces 
are particularly important for individuals with little 
income. These individuals may not have the 
network of social spaces available to them that 
the middle class might enjoy (i.e. gym 
memberships and afternoon lunches.) 
Incorporating everyday activities into the 
communal spaces will keep them active during 
all parts of the day. 
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Table 4: Factory Program. 
  
Room Description Quantity
ea. total
Case Management 1 2,000                           2,000                                   
office
reception
lounge
copy room
records
Commercial
book store 1 3,000                           3,000                                   
coffee house 1 1,500                           1,500                                   
cuban stand 1 500                              500                                       
consignment shop 1 1,500                           1,500                                   
pottery studio 1 2,000                           2,000                                   
Residential
one bedroom 8 600                              4,800                                   
two bedroom 10 500                              5,000                                   
secondary communal 6 500                              3,000                                   
primary communal 2 1,000                           2,000                                   
semi-private communal 2 300                              600                                       
lobby/mail room 1 900                              900                                       
balcony 20 90                                1,800                                   
Support
mechanical 1 500                              500                                       
electrical 1 500                              500                                       
storage 1 3,000                           3,000                                   
kiln area 1 450                              450                                       
garbage room 1 500                              500                                       
Subtotal 33,550                    
Circulation (20%) 6,710                       
Total 40,260                    
Factory Program
Square Feet
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The importance of an “un-programmed” space in 
this thesis is as important as those which are 
specifically programmed. Private spaces have 
been designed to be flexible for different family 
sizes, to allow for maximum storage space 
without the need for traditional storage furniture, 
(i.e. built in shelves in place of dressers or 
bookshelves.), and to allow for personal 
identification.  
 Another component to the program 
includes ample community space. The existing 
building at the corner of state Street and N. 
Howard Avenue will be available for lease to 
non-profit organizations only, such as Alcoholics 
Anonymous. It would then be up to that 
organization if this were to be open to the 
community as a “clubhouse.” 
 The site allows for ample outdoor space 
which has been programmed for various 
degrees of privacy. There is space allotted for 
residential use only, for entirely public space and 
intermediate spaces leaning toward the 
community. 
 To start organizing the program in the 
factory and on the site, the researcher began by 
looking at the way in which cigar factories were 
organized. (Refer to Figure 39) Through a series 
of diagrams the researcher analyzed the 
distribution of labor, the hierarchy of space, and 
the connection of spaces. These diagrams were 
then overlaid on the site to create a new series 
of diagrams. These were in turn used to 
generate the first schematic iterations of the site 
plan. The following figures are the final iterations 
of those diagrams and then the schematic bug 
models which came from those. 
Figure 43: Cigar Factory
Anatomy.
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Figure 45: Interpretive Program 
Analysis. 
  
Distribution 
Hierarchy 
Connectivity 
Figure 46: Site Distribution
Analysis.
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Figure 47: Site distribution and
intervention analysis.
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(right) F
igure 50: Schematic
master plan - one.
igure 51: Schematic
master plan - two.
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Figure 55: View of pedestrian
friendly corridor.
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 Honeycomb concrete pavers to match 
the existing of the cigar factory, were used 
throughout the site to create repetition and to 
give a sense of overall identity to the site. This 
can be seen in both figures 56 and 57. 
Landscape was also used to tie the site 
together. Live oak trees connect the site to the 
surrounding neighborhood at the perimeter to 
the site while flowering trees are used within the 
site. The flowering trees are used to tie the 
residential area of the site to the main plaza 
connecting to the south and to the plaza in front 
of the cigar factory. (Refer to Appendix E for 
landscape material.)  
Figure 56: Photograph of final
site model.
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Figure 57: Master plan – North
is up.
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Figure 58: South to North
Relationship
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Figure 59: Landscape – South
to North..
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expected to penetrate the wall with their roots or 
to extend far past eh surface of the façade. The 
system would be a system similar to the 
precedent Vertical Garden by Patrick Blanc. This 
system is soilless, light weight, and will not 
degrade the building integrity. This façade, 
therefore, helps to preserve the iconic factory in 
a unique fashion.  
  
(left) 
(right) 
Figure 60: Fire stair -
South
Figure 61: Fire stair -
North.
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Figure 65: Connective tissue.
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Figure 72: Interpretive floor
plan.
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Figure 76: View of cigar factory
plaza and tower
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Figure 77: Cigar factory roof 
plan – north is up. 
 The final design for this project was a 
gestalt of the previous chapter’s design 
concepts. The design, program, and site of this 
thesis together address the following issues: the 
lack of housing available for the number of 
homeless individuals in the city of Tampa, the 
relationship of the general public and the 
homeless, and location. The design of the 
factory, while addressing these, also specifically 
addresses the need of the homeless to have a 
“home.” The utmost importance of having shelter 
is equaled by the need to have a place that is 
one’s own. The design of the cigar factory 
achieves this in the following ways.  
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Figure 78: Cigar factory floor 
plan – third floor. 
 The exterior of the building represents a 
new life for the residents and is also an icon with 
which they can identify. This was achieved by 
considering the dichotomy of the formerly 
homeless individual that is the oxymoron of 
living a normal life after having been homeless. 
This duality was expressed in the relationship of 
the south façade to the north façade through 
landscaping, fire stairs, and balconies. Another 
way that this is expressed is through the roof of 
the factory. The existing roof of the factory is a 
pitched roof, which many people may not realize 
because the high parapet masks this. By 
replacing the roof with a butterfly roof that peeks 
above the parapet, the design further iterates 
this duality. 
Figu
Figure 8
re 79: Interior view of
communal space
0: Cigar factory floor
plan – second floor.
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Figure 81: Cigar factory floor 
plan – ground floor. 
these communal spaces act as space for shared 
responsibilities to take place, for example 
watching one-another’s children when childcare 
is not an option. These space also tie in 
utilitarian activities such as laundry, where these 
necessary activities often have a social life all 
their own for those with low incomes. At the 
cigar factory there are three types of communal 
space: public, semi public, and private. Public 
spaces include the plaza to the southwest, thee 
coffee house addition, the below grade entry to 
the bookstore and the central space of the 
commercial floor on the interior. Semi-public 
spaces include the roof terrace on the second 
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Figure 82: Transverse section 
perspective through cigar 
factory. 
floor. This space is only accessible to residents; 
however, they are engaged in the public 
atmosphere because of its proximity to the street 
level. Private communal spaces include those 
on the residential floors at either fire stair, inside 
of the tower and above the communal space on 
the commercial floor. 
 The flexible design of the residential 
floor plans provided 18 entirely unique units. 
There are nine units per floor, the floor plan is 
repeated on two floors. Every one bedroom 
apartment is provided with a loft space which 
could be interpreted as an additional bedroom, 
storage space, or maybe a home office. On the 
third floor, both one and two bedroom units have 
lofts due to the high ceilings which make it 
possible. These space are more likely to be 
used as living spaces than the lofts that happen 
in the second floor one bedrooms. Also, 
because of the unique shapes of the floorplans 
there were several opportunities for niches 
which serve as shelves or linen closets as 
appropriate. Traditional closet space was 
replaced with open shelving which could be 
used for storage of various items including 
clothing, books and linens; as well as 
decoration. These unique units allow the 
residents something special to call and make 
their own. This was an important factor in giving 
them a sense of ownership and identity.  
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(top) Figure 83: Cross section 
through the East communal 
space. 
(middle) Figure 84: Cross 
section through the center 
communal space. 
(bottom) Figure 85: Cross 
section through the West 
communal space. 
 
  
Figure 86: South Elevation.
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 Figure 90: Perspective view
from southwest
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Figure 94: Model photograph
of southeast corner..
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factory, the researcher believes that these goals 
could be met. For example, the site is located 
between I-275 and Hyde Park along both major 
connecting avenues. This introducing 
commercial office space and retail the 
researcher is able to do two things. One is to 
introduce the general public to the site. The 
other is that the retail will help subsidize the cost 
of the permanent supportive housing. The latter 
will help the organization to be more self-
sufficient and thereby simultaneously improve 
the relationship of the homeless to the general 
public.  
 Also key to the program is the ample 
amount of communal space; both public and 
private. This is was a key element in responding 
to the social needs of the formerly homeless. 
These spaces allow for opportunities with the 
general public which would be more positive 
than the norm as well as providing space for 
social networking that is important for such 
issues as childcare. These spaces can fulfill a 
need to socialize and relax for a population of 
people with an extremely limited income. 
 The design of the cigar factory 
manifests an icon with which the residents would 
connect. The cigar factory alone is an exotic 
building to call one’s home, but by giving it a 
new life the both on the interior and exterior the 
residents really have a unique place to call 
“home” which they can be proud of. 
 This thesis included so many problems 
(known and unknown) that resulted in so many 
design concepts. For the length of time, it was 
difficult to go beyond the schematic level on any 
single objective. For example, the cigar factory 
alone had to deal with all of the objectives as it 
represents the site as a whole. Some ideas 
included issues of sustainability, micro scale 
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modular elements for the personalization of 
space, important communal spaces, giving the 
cigar factory a new face to the public and how to 
do that, and providing space for services while 
still maintaining the factory as an anchor to the 
commercial site. Any one of these, among 
others, could have been addressed in much 
more detail alone. That being said this thesis 
brings all of these ideas to the table, which is 
important if one is looking a totally new model 
for permanent supportive housing for the 
homeless. 
 With the conversation started the 
researcher would encourage further research in 
area of adaptive re-use for the good of the 
community. In the case of Natchez hospital 
which had been abandoned, the conversion to a 
shelter sparked a revival in the community 
(Andrews, 1996). Examples like this one are 
inspiring attitudes to take toward the buildings 
that shaped communities years ago. 
 To the other end, the researcher could 
also see further research in the area of product 
development for shelters which already exist like 
Metropolitan Ministries. The researcher would 
suggest that there is a great need for well 
designed and resilient products which could help 
and individual personalize an otherwise 
uninviting space. 
 All of these design concepts could be 
applied to other programs, in particular the 
double loaded corridor which had nine unique 
floor plans per floor. What makes this thesis 
unique is that while these concepts are universal 
they are applied here with specific attention to 
the idea of transition which everyone can identify 
with but is so prevalent in the lives of the 
formerly homeless. 
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Table One ‐ The Housing Continuum 
Using type in the united states varies depending on one's ability to pay. At one end is the homeless shelter; at the other is the owner‐occupied house. This is known as the Continuum of 
Care 
Form of Housing     Characteristics     Residents / form of subsidy 
Emergency Shelter  Generally organized in dormitory‐style wards, most present‐
day shelters also have on‐site social services and case‐
management programs. Separate shelters, or portions of 
shelters, house different homeless populations such as single 
adults, families (most often with a single parent), seniors, and 
young adults. The duration of occupancy varies, but is 
generally weeks or months 
Those without the ability to pay for housing. May have physical and mental 
health problems. A combination of public funds and private donations. 
 
Transitional Shelter  These often include a combination of living arrangements, 
from dormitory‐style wards to rooms housing six to eight 
people each. Programs emphasize social services, the 
development of life skill, and job training. Residents undertake 
programs at the facility intended to help them become 
independent. Separate shelters, or portions of shelters, house 
specific homeless populations such as single adults, families 
(most often with a single parent), seniors, and young adults. 
The duration of occupancy varies, generally six months, but 
may be as long as a year or two. 
Those without the ability to pay for housing. Many have physical and mental 
problems. A combination of public funds and private donations. 
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Transitional Housing  Transitional housing may take a number of different forms 
including single room occupancy (SRO) buildings with small 
independent studio units. Boardinghouses and other shared 
residences are also common. Social services are included, but 
not always on‐site. The duration of occupancy varies, but may 
be as long as a year or two. The lack of sufficient permanent 
housing has led to long‐term occupancy of transitional housing. 
Those with some ability to pay for housing, often through disability payments 
or other rent subsidy. Many have physical and mental health problems. A 
combination of public funds and private donations. 
 
Supportive Housing  The first element of the continuum to be treated as permanent 
housing. Many features are comparable to transitional 
housing. Supportive housing may take a number of different 
forms, including SROs, but other multi‐unit buildings with 
larger apartments and even single‐family houses can be 
supportive housing. Social services and specific programs for 
residents are integral to the housing, although they are not 
always provided on‐site. 
Those with some ability to pay for housing, often through disability payments 
or other rent subsidy. Many have physical and mental health problems. A 
combination of public funds and private donations. 
 
Public Housing  Public Housing is created specifically for those with insufficient 
income to afford the market rent. Funding programs vary. 
Some are aimed at those with very low income; others are at 
those an income level of less than 50 percent of the area's 
median income. Public Housing, most often in multi‐family 
apartment buildings, is designed for specific groups such as 
families or seniors. Originally developed primarily by the 
federal government, this housing is now supported by 
nonprofit community development corporations, most often in 
low‐rise buildings. The federal government finances the 
renovation of older public housing projects. 
Those with some ability to pay for housing who are expected to spend 30 
percent of their income on rent. A combination of public funds and private 
donations. Many projects are financed through tax credits allocated by state 
and federal government. 
 
Assisted Housing  This is privately developed market‐rate housing that also 
accommodates individuals or families who qualify for rental 
subsidies (housing vouchers). The housing is not specifically 
created or designed for a low‐income population and takes 
various forms, from apartment complexes to single‐family 
housing. 
Those with some ability to pay who are expected to spend 30 percent of 
their income on rent. Federal Section 8 vouchers make up the difference 
between the market rate and that 30 percent. 
 
Rental Housing  Rental housing is privately developed and most often takes the 
form of apartments or attached dwellings. It includes any 
housing that is not owned by the occupant. 
Those who can pay the market rate and either choose to rent or cannot 
afford to buy. Some state, such as California, offer renters' credits, a modest 
form of subsidy. 
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Owner‐Occupied 
 
First‐Time Buyer  The house type can be a single‐family house of any size or it 
may be in multifamily building. Sixty‐eight percent of 
Americans on their own dwelling. 
Those who can pay market rates. Tax deductions for mortgage interest and 
real estate tax. 
 
Assisted Living and 
Congregate Care for 
Seniors 
This housing is defined as specialized facilities that may include 
private or double‐occupancy rooms. It generally includes group 
dining facilities, planned activities, social services, and health 
care. 
Those who can pay the market rent, although some residents may be 
subsidized. 
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